I. **Call to Order/Roll-Call/Quorum**

Quorum was met and the meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.

II. **Swearing in of Representatives**

Stacy Hatfield was sworn in as a representative.

III. **Singing of the OSU Alma Mater**

Everyone in attendance sang the OSU Alma Mater.

7:03 p.m. Representative Brantley and Representative Tran arrived.

IV. **Approval of Minutes from Wednesday April 25, 2012**

Representative Robb: I move to approve.

Representative Van Bossuyt (by proxy): Second

A voice vote was taken to approve the minutes. **The motion passed.**

V. **Standing Committee Reports**

Representative Struthers: I need to see ways and means after this we will be 5 minutes.

VI. **Joint Committee Reports**

**Joint Committee of Congressional Correspondence**

Representative Robb: The senate met yesterday and they heard in first reading the ASOSU/HSRC separation act and that’ll go into second reading and vote next meeting. And that was about it.

VII. **Delegate Reports**

**Speaker Hatlen:** We have two delegate reports.

**Luke:** I have some items to pass out pass them down the aisles. Those of you who don’t know I’m Luke the executive director of PR. So I have been working on a couple of projects the past
months and this week has been significant in putting these online the first is ASOSU fact check there’s appropriations we b address at the bottom. Everything lives on that website what this is a new part of ASOSU website that is committed to helping put out more inform helping work out misinformation that’s on campus regarding ASOSU. And you can see bold points there basically this is meant to be a neutral as possible as such in every article and story facts will be cited as much as possible. This is mean to be a group project to help present a more unified message and as such invite you to go to that website the URL is right there. Go on the website look through everything. So far we see if there’s anything to add or you want to add an additional viewpoint to something on the website. Come talk to me I’d love to write articles with you guys or do anything else you can. Another part the second slip I have been making sure ASOSU is more active in the social media these past weeks. Invite your friends. And so I’m the person the main admin on the facebook and twitter if you have anything as far as ASOSU you want to broadcast, my contact information is on the third slip. If you want anything shared with the campus or community let me know. I’ve been making events with everything that’s going on right now at ASOSU. That’s aimed to help improve awareness and transparency a little reminder for students online that hey this is what ASOSU has going on this week. Does anyone have any questions?

Representative Stuart: What articles are you looking for?

Luke: If you see anything through a conversation or online, any articles you see in the community this is coming form the gripe fest that came in. It’s a general answer but basically if there’s anything that you feel students have some extent of a misunderstanding toward could be activities or student fees. I hope that helps.

Representative Alvarez arrived at 7:10 p.m.

Angela Baxter: Two things I’m here to talk about the first thing is an all ASOSU relay for life team. Relay for life is coming up and they raise fund to find cures for cancer a number or organization on campus actually put together team do raise money. I’m proposing we do an all ASOSU branch team where we each either donate $50 or fundraise $50. Ask say 10 people for $5 so we can donate a total $4100. It might be more. So to raise that money and then the night of May 18 do the all night walk a thon at the MU quad. Go to the MU quad and have a
number of people walking for those 24 hours. I have a sign up sheet here if you’d like to be involved and do an all ASOSU relay for life team please sign up so we can get a team going. To have a team it cost a minimum of 100 dollars this is one way for ASOSU to not only come together but its good to help and effect students on campus most students are effected in one way or another by cancer. Second one, there’s a number of students that have passed away this year we’re trying to create a student memorial doing some event to honor all the students that have passed away through the year. We’re going to incorporate military personnel and students that have been on campus or somewhere during the breaks and have passed away. We’d like that to be an all ASOSU.

Senator Cushing: What if I want to be on the team and can’t raise $50.

Angela Baxter: You can still come and walk. It might be difficult to raise $50 but if you can ask 10 friends for $5 that’s a coffee. If you can’t raise that money please come and walk that’s another way to be involved. The more money we raise the more impact. If you can donate more than $50 that could maybe cover other people.

Representative Stuart: I put optional by my name because my term has been surprising so far. I’m there and would like to be contacted.

Laurie Wilson: I’m OSA vote coordinator this term to finish off the vote. May 15 we’re finalizing the last nine days to vote and I’d like your voice to vote. You have a voice on campus that I’d like to bring that your involved on campus community that you’re involved we’re doing phone banks Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday next week as well as clip boarding event I’d be super grateful. I’ll send out an email through Ravi. Come see me in the office I’m there most of the day.

Representative Stuart: What does phone banking look like?

Laurie: We have a van dialer with the $1500 or so voter registration cards we collected we put them into a system where we’re calling through everyone we registered on the state wide level and it’s a great system we don’t have to dial every number we have to dial once every time someone picks up. Shifts are about an hour long. Bingo, snacks, hang man. Really fun events, have pajama day and pirate days a lot of fun I encourage you all to come.

Representative Stuart: Where?
Laurie: It will be in the office. I look forward to having you all.

Speaker Hatlen: Keep your eyes open for an email on the listserv with more information.

VIII. Old Business

Speaker Hatlen: We have several resolutions waiting for next week. I’ll entertain a motion if you want to bring those forward.

IX. New Business

Speaker Hatlen: Ideas? Discussion to make this meeting exciting? Lee you had one right?

Representative Phou: No Vanderwall did.

Speaker Hatlen: Andy, what’s your idea?

Representative Vanderwall: I don’t know.

X. Speaker’s Announcements

Speaker Hatlen: Congrats to Amelia and Dan for winning president and vice president of ASOSU as well as Jacob who will be the speaker next year. Those of you returning, look forward to him at the head of the room. The only other is to contact Laurie to set up phone banking opportunity and campus tabling as well as Angela for the relay for life. Come talk to me if you have ideas for legislation. We only have few weeks. Come to me with ideas.

XI. House Comments

None

XII. Gallery Comments

Speaker Hatlen: It’ll be a record meeting.

XIII. Adjournment

Representative Brantley: I move to adjourn.

Representative Van Bossuyt (by proxy): Second

Acclamation occurred and the meeting adjourned at 7:20 p.m.